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ABSTRACT

MorphSensor is a 3D electronic design tool that enables designers to morph existing sensor modules of pre-defined twodimensional shape into free-form electronic component arrangements that better integrate with the three-dimensional
shape of a physical prototype.
MorphSensor builds onto existing sensor module schematics
that already define the electronic components and the wiring
required to build the sensor. Since MorphSensor maintains
the wire connections throughout the editing process, the sensor remains fully functional even when designers change the
electronic component layout on the prototype geometry.
We present the MorphSensor editor that supports designers
in re-arranging the electronic components, and discuss a fabrication pipeline based on customized PCB footprints for
making the resulting freeform sensor.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. (a) MorphSensor is a 3D electronic design tool for reforming pre-defined sensor modules into free-form electronic
component arrangements that better integrate with the threedimensional shape of a physical prototype. (b) A fabricated
morphed air quality sensor integrated with the soldering iron.

In the last decades, the availability of sensor modules that are
easy to use and affordable has increased substantially. Today, designers are able to quickly prototype interactive objects using plug-and-play sensor modules, such as those for
Arduino [1], Phidgets [5], and .NET Gadgeteer [7].

HCI researchers investigated how to reduce these issues by
providing 3D editing environments that enable designers to
place sensor modules alongside the 3D geometry ([4], [8],
[9]). However, since these editors only allow designers to
place sensor modules on the geometry but not to edit the sensor module itself, they limit the level of integration possible
between form and function.

While such sensor modules enable designers to prototype
basic functionality on a breadboard, they are difficult to use
in the later stages of design when designers need to integrate
interactive function with the physical prototype of a device.
Since the modules come in two-dimensional, mostly square
shapes, they are hard to integrate with the three-dimensional
shape of a physical prototype, which can lead to aesthetic
sacrifices, inaccurate sensor readings, and user interface layouts created based on the shape of electronic components
that are not desirable for interaction.

Recently, some commercial EDA tools, such as Altium Designer [2] and Autodesk Fusion 360 [3], have taken this a step
further by integrating electronic design (ECAD) and mechanical design (MCAD), and allow 3D visualization of the
PCB board. However, they only allow the visualization after
the electronic design and still treat editing of the electronic
design and object design as two separated workflows. which
prevents users from effectively designing electronic function
in the context of a prototype’s shape.
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In this demonstration, we present MorphSensor, a 3D electronics design tool for designing electronic function in the
context of a prototype’s three-dimensional shape (Figure 1).
MorphSensor unifies electronic and physical object design in
one 3D workspace as one complete workflow, which leads
to better form and function integration.

connect them are routed. Given this information, MorphSensor reconstructs the sensor in its editing environment and
maintains connectivity between individual components even
when the physical layout is changed.
The schematic and board files also provide a source of information that can be used for additional support tools. For instance, on a sensor module, only few components contribute
to the actual sensing (active sensing elements, ICs), while the
remaining elements, such as resistors and capacitors are supporting components. For designers, it is important to differentiate between them when space on the prototype geometry
is tight or sensing in a specific location is needed. The main
sensor component should be placed as close to the designated
measuring location as possible, while the remaining passive
components can typically go elsewhere on the prototype. By
extracting the component names from the schematic and
board files and matching them against a list of the main active and passive components, we can provide designers with
information which components on the sensor module contribute to the actual sensing.

MORPHSENSOR SYSTEM WALKTHROUGH

The MorphSensor mainly contains two parts: 1) an electronic
design tool integrated into a 3D editor that builds onto existing schematics and maintains connectivity throughout the
editing process, and 2) a fabrication pipeline that introduces
pre-fabricated PCB footprints, called Bigfoots, to rapidly
fabricate the resulting sensors right after editing.
MorphSensor 3D Editor: To add a sensor to a prototype
shape, designers start by loading an existing sensor module.
Upon import, MorphSensor automatically creates 3D models
for the board and its electronic components, and creates airwire connections that represent the logic. Designers can then
move each electronic component onto the desired location on
the 3D prototype design and redraw the wires to route across
the prototype surface. MorphSensor supports designer in this
editing process by providing a range of custom support tools,
including tools that help identify the main sensing components and tools that automatically re-position components on
the prototype geometry to fit into the available space.

To enable designers to fabricate the resulting circuits during
a prototyping process without the need to send it to a manufacturing facility, MorphSensor supports designers with a set
of standardized PCB footprints (e.g. JEDEC, SOT, SOIC,
LGA packages), one for each component. These footprints
can be pre-fabricated once using an external manufacturing
facility, and then used accordingly during different prototyping sessions. For components with non-standard footprints
and those that are not yet recorded in MorphSensor, MorphSensor can automatically generate the corresponding Bigfoots from its footprint in the board file. Thus, a prototyping
session with MorphSensor consists of first editing the sensor
in the 3D editor to fit it with the prototype geometry and then
fabricating it right away using the pre-fabricated foot prints
and a fabrication process, such as inkjet printing or drawing
with a silver ink pen to create the wire connections. In the
next section, we describe each step in more detail.

Fabricating MorphSensors: To fabricate the resulting electronic designs, we use a modified fabrication pipeline based
on CircuitStickers [6]. Rather than sending the PCB layer to
a manufacturing facility, which slows down design iteration,
we use a set of pre-fabricated PCB footprints, which we call
Bigfoots. The Bigfoot for an electronic component can be
manufactured ahead of time and then used immediately at the
time of prototyping. Bigfoots have two types of connector
pads: the small pads, which connect to the electronic component’s original SMD footprint, and the larger pads with a
slightly bigger area sufficient to be connected to an inkjetprinted or hand-drawn circuit trace.

CONCLUSION

MORPHSENSOR CORE COMPONENTS

MorphSensor is a 3D editing tool that allows designers to
edit prototype geometry and electronic component layouts in
the same environment by treating all electronic components
as 3D models. By using 3D models, designers can work in a
familiar environment and with a familiar representation rather than with electronic design automation tools and their
2D specification files. In addition, since the 3D editor shows
both the prototype and the electronic design in one unified
view, it enables editing of interactive function in the context
of the prototype design.

We presented MorphSensor, a 3D electronic design environment for early-stage prototyping to facilitate the design of
electronics in the context of a three-dimensional prototype
geometry. By using a single workspace for both electronics
and geometry design, designers are able to iterate on the interactive function and the prototype’s shape simultaneously.
We demonstrated a fabrication pipeline based on customized
PCB footprints for rapidly making the resulting freeform
sensor. For full content of the MorphSensor system and implementation details, please refer to the full paper [10].

MorphSensor builds onto existing electronic design files that
are available for a wide range of sensor modules. Such electronic design files contain both the schematic file (.sch) that
defines how electronic components are connected with each
other, as well as the board file (.brd), which defines where
each electronic component is located and how the wires that
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